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Question:
Most of Africa belongs to this biome or climate zone. It is located across central and southern Africa. It consists of grasslands with scattered trees and shrubs.

A. Savannah
B. Tropical
C. Semi-Desert
D. Sahara

Check Your Answer
Africa

Answer: Savannah

Back to the Game Board
Question:
This physical feature covers most of northern Africa & is expanding every year due to desertification.

A. Kalahari
B. Savannah
C. Sahara
D. Plus
Answer: Sahara Desert
Question: The equator runs through this climate zone located along the western coasts and central mainland. It receives much rain and is home to a diversity of plant and animal life.
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Answer: Tropical Rainforest
Question: This climate zone is located south of the Sahara Desert and is in danger of desertification.

A. Coastal
B. Sahel
C. Mountains
D. Forest
Answer: the Sahel
Question: This physical feature borders the Mediterranean Sea in northern Africa and contains elevations over 13,000 feet.

A. Atlas  
B. Kenya  
C. Desert  
D. Forest
Answer: Atlas Mountains
Question:

Lake “A” is the largest lake in Africa

Lake “B” is the 2nd largest freshwater lake in Africa

A. Lake Michigan and Erie
B. Lake Hudson and Arabian
C. Lake Victoria and Tanganyika
D. Lake Black and Bengal
Answer:
A. Lake Victoria
B. Lake Tanganyika

Back to the Game Board
Question:

This body of water flows from east to west across northern Africa through countries like Mali and Nigeria.

A. Congo  
B. Nile  
C. Kalahari  
D. Niger
Answer: Niger River
Question: **This body of water flows from east to west across central Africa through the tropical rain forest.**

A. Congo
B. Caribbean
C. Red
D. Yellow
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Answer: Congo River

Back to the Game Board
Question:
This body of water flows south to north across eastern Africa & is the longest river in the world.

A. Congo
B. Nile
C. Niger
D. Pacific
Answer: Nile River
Question: This physical feature is a large arid region in southwestern Africa.

A. Sahara
B. Sahel
C. Kalahari
D. Savanna
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Answer: Kalahari Desert

Back to the Game Board
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Name the river

A. Euphrates
B. Tigris
C. Jordan
D. Plain
Answer: Tigris River
Many of the countries around this body of water have large amounts of oil.
Answer: Persian Gulf
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A. Tigris
B. Euphrates
C. Persian
D. Mediterranean

Name that River
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Answer: Euphrates River

Back to the Game Board
This river forms the border between the countries of Israel & Jordan.

A. Hong Kong  
B. Israel River  
C. Jordan River  
D. Tigris River
Answer: Jordan River
This body of water separates the Red Sea from the Mediterranean Sea.
Answer: Suez Canal
This body of water separates the Persian Gulf from the Arabian Sea.

- A. Red Sea
- B. Mediterranean Sea
- C. Ganges
- D. Strait of Hormuz
Answer: Strait of Hormuz
This body of water separates Africa from the Middle East.

A. Persian
B. Arabian
C. Red
D. Bay of Bengal
Answer: Red Sea
This strip of land is 1 of the 2 areas within Israel that Palestinians live.
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A. Golan
B. West Bank
C. Gaza Strip
D. Israel
Answer: Gaza Strip
This large body of water is found off the coast of Saudi Arabia.

A. Persian
B. Red Sea
C. Caspian Sea
D. Arabian Sea
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Answer: Arabian Sea

Back to the Game Board
This piece of land is 1 of the 2 areas within Israel that Palestinians live. It is on the bank of the Jordan River.
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Answer: West Bank

Back to the Game Board
What river is this?

A. Indus
B. Ganges
C. Huang He
D. Yellow
Answer: Ganges River
What river is this?

A. Yangtze  
B. Mekong  
C. Yellow  
D. Jordan
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Answer: Huang He (Yellow River)

Back to the Game Board
What river is this?

A. Ganges
B. Indus
C. South China
D. Calcutta
Answer: Indus River
What river is this?

Choose one:
A. Mekong
B. Yangtze
C. South China
D. Gobi
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Answer: Mekong River

Back to the Game Board
What river is this?

A. Yellow R.  
B. Yellow Sea  
C. Yangtze R.  
D. Indus R.
Answer: Yangtze River (Chang Jiang)
What body of water is this?

A. Arabian
B. Bay of Bengal
C. Yellow Sea
D. Sea of Japan
Answer: Bay of Bengal
What body of water is this?

A. Indian Ocean
B. Atlantic Ocean
C. Arctic Ocean
D. Pacific Ocean
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Answer: Indian Ocean

Back to the Game Board
What body of water is this?

A. Yellow Sea
B. Sea of Japan
C. Mekong
D. South China
Answer: Sea of Japan
What body of water is this?

Options:
A. Yellow Sea
B. Sea of Japan
C. Mekong
D. South China
Answer: South China Sea
What body of water is this?
Answer: Yellow Sea
What physical feature is this?

A. Gobi
B. Taklimakan
C. Arabian Sea
D. China
Answer: Gobi Desert
What physical feature is this?
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Answer: Taklimakan Desert

Back to the Game Board
What physical feature is this?

A. Nepal
B. Himalayan M
C. Mt. Everest
D. Beijing
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Answer: Himalayan Mountains

Back to the Game Board
What physical feature is this?

A. Japan
B. Manchurian
C. Korean Peninsula
D. South China

Answer: D. South China
Answer: Korean Peninsula